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Abstract
In an economy studied
consumption,

paper,

a proxy to the economy-wide

have an external
will

in this

effect,

either

positive

be shown that a necessary

the ratio

resource allocation

or negative,

condition

of aggregate

home consumption

between

market and home sectors,

on the rate of labor-augmenting

for this model

to aggregate

to have multiple

steady

is assumed

to

progress.

It

technological

states

depends

market

on relative

factor

intensity
between the two sectors. When home production
is more labor-intensive
, as suggested
by many authors,
and when people learn more at home than at market, the long-run outcome might depend on both history and (self
fulfilling)

expectation.

1 .Introduction
The qualitative
modeling.

and quantitative

importance

In the field of real business

cycle

of household

theory,

to improve the matching of artificial
data to actual
_c.f. , Benhabib,
Rogerson, and Wright (1991)
and Wright

(1995)

, McGrattan,

Rogerson,

the degree of increasing
returns required
home sector, [c.f.,
Perli (1998)]

production

introducing

is widely

recognized

in macroeconomic

the home sector to a standard

model is known

data in terms of standard deviation
and co-variation
with output.
, Greenwood and Hercowitz
(1991)
, Greenwood,
Rogerson,

and Wright
to generate

(1997)

] In the field of endogenous

indeterminate

equilibria

is greatly

business

reduced

cycle theory,

by introducing

the

It is also interesting
to see how the home sector, through its interaction
with the market sector, affects the
long-run growth of an economy. Greenwood and Hercowitz
(1991)
note that "in contrast to physical
capital,
important
capital

components
accumulation

sector would play

of human capital
in their

in the household

model is an exogenous

an important

can spend are limited,

are produced

process.

role in the human capital

the appropriate

question

might

sector"

(p. 1211)

On the other hand,
accumulation

learning-by-doing

as well.

be the relative

, although

Because

importance

the human
in the market

the resources

of each sector.

a society

If people

learn

more at home, spending too much resource in the market may reduce the speed of human capital accumulation
and (per-capita)
economic growth, or vice versa. In this paper, I incorporate
this consideration
into an economic
growth model of labor-augmenting
and global
aggregate
sectors,

dynamics

technological

* I am indebted
suggestions.

effect,

The main findings

participants

In the model,
either

are summarized

the ratio

resource

positive

allocation

or negative,

as follows.

than market

at Kobe University

(home)

and Yokohama
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of the home sector for the local
of aggregate

First,

between

a necessary

to

the market and home
condition

the market
be multiple

technology.
National

home consumption

on the rate of labor-augmenting

on the relative
factor intensity
between
than at market (home) , there might

is more labor-intensive

to seminar

to see the implications

a proxy to the economy-wide

steady states depends
more at home (market)

technology

progress

system.

to have an external

progress.

to have multiple
If people learn
(market)

of the Hamiltonian

market consumption,
is assumed

technological

University

The intuitive
for their

for the model

and home technology.
steady states if home
reason behind
valuable

comments

this
and

observation

is explained

conditions^

optimality,

a case in which
characterized

as follows.

people

capital

home consumption

to aggregate

progress

is higher.

In this

intensive

than market technology
Second,

-points,
rate,

stock,

and suppose each individual

to the home sector,

expects

because

which contradicts

each individual

stock and technology

level.

When the initial

end up with the corner solution.
bifurcation

home consumption

will

steady

reallocate

state in which

that is
market

of aggregate
technological
is less

time more to the market

there could

be three steady

one of the saddle-points
level

state

the ratio

if home technology

in the sense that the rate of technological

labor-

sector and less

states.

is low relative

a high

progress

is zero due to

depending

to capital

on the initial

stock,

capital

the economy might

with respect to the parameters describing
the degree of external effect.
Benhabib et. al. (1991)
, and Greenwood and Hercowitz (1991)
suggest that home sector might

be more

an equilibrium

path converging

than at market , multiple

In this case,

to a globally
steady

if people

unique

states

could

steady

growth

a Hopf

than market sector.

show that the middle

Two are saddle

exhibits

exhibit

labor-intensive

examples

two

Consider

condition.

in this paper,

technology

Numerical

satisfy

to aggregate

hence the rate of labor-augmenting

consistency

An economy might move to either

must
actions.

one could be a sink of a source. One of the two saddle-points

and the other tends to be a corner solution
effect.

externality
(collective)

the economy is on a steady

can not be self-fulfilling

the aggregate

model presented

is another

is higher,

with

and aggregate

Suppose

that there

such an expectation

in a parametric

external

equilibrium
action

and the ratio of aggregate

market consumption

case,

and the remaining

a strong

expectation)

between individual

leam more at home than at market.

by labor allocation,

consumption,

A (rational

and consistency

state

could

learn more at market than at home, the model predicts

saddle-point.

On the other hand,

emerge , and the outcome

might

if people
depend

leam more at home
on both history

and

expectation.
This paper is related
introduced as the Marshallian
with one state variable
positive

externality

to the following
research.
In many optimal growth models,
external effects are
externality.
' Boldrin and Rustichini
(1994)
showed that in optimal growth models

(physical

capital)

, while

a negative

does not under mild conditions.

externality

In the present

generates

an indeterminate

model , where the external

steady

effects

state,

a

are introduced

through a mix of consumption goods , it will be shown that both positive
and negative externalities
an indeterminate
steady state depending
on technology
parameters.
Benhabib and Farmer (1994)

could generate
, and Farmer and

Guo (1994)

with a leisure-in-

utility
state

showed

function.

that an indeterminate

Perli

could emerge.

home consumption

(1998)

introduced

These studies
effects

This paper is organized
model are described.
to capital

1 See Boldrin

external

as follows.

and time allocation

(1994)

as the Marshallian

as a leisure

which requires

models

that an indeterminate

externality.

both labor and capital

In Section

2, the structure

and the assumptions

conditions

are summarized

as a system of differential

(1997)

steady

In the present
inputs,

model,
although

versus expectation"
phenomenon emerges in Krugman
, Gali (1994)
, and Greiner and Semmler (1996).2

between the market and home sectors.

, Schmitt-Grohe

growth

and showed by calibration

effects

is different.
The "history
, Futagami and Mino (1995)

Then the first-order

and Rustichini

state could emerge in optimal

home production,

introduce

good might also be interpreted

the source of external
(1991)
, Matsuyama(1991)

respect

steady

, Nishimura

and Sorger

In Section

(1999)

, Benhabib

of the optimal
3, the steady

and Fanner

growth

equations

with

states

of the

(1999)

for the

survey of this topic.
2 The other related research is as follows.
Dynamic general equilibrium
models with external effects could have multiple
steady states
due to the violation
of global concavity.
Skiba (1978)
, and Deckert and Nishimura
(1983)
characterized
the solution
of optimal
growth models with a non-convex technology
set. Ethier (1982)
, Howitt and McAfee (1988)
, Spear (1991)
, Boldrin
and Rustichini
(1994)
, and Benhabib
and Farmer (1994)
studied
indeterminacy
due to external effects.
Benhabib
and Nishimura
(1979,
1998)
studied
the conditions
for indeterminacy
in multi-sector
optimal growth models. Pelloni
and Waldman (1998)
, and Mino (1999)
studied the role of preference structure
on the emergence of an indeterminate
steady state. Chamley (1993)
, Bond, Wang and Yip
(1996)
, and Ladron-De Guevara , Ortigueira
and Santos (1999)
studied
the indeterminacy
in Uzawa- Lucas type two-sector
endogenous growth models.
(See Uzawa (1964)
, and Lucas (1988).)
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dynamic

system are characterized

consumption

has a positive

inverse of the ratio
there is multiplicity.

for two cases ! (i)

external

effect

the ratio

of aggregate

home consumption

on the rate of labor-augmenting

technological

to aggregate
progress,

market

and (ii)

the

has a positive
external effect.
The welfare level at each steady state is also compared when
In Section 4, the structural
stability
of the dynamic system is analyzed.
Section 5 concludes

the paper.
2.

Model
Consider

a two-sector

model is described

model of economic

as a continuous-time

growth

optimization

driven

by labor-augmenting

problem

technological

of a representative

agent.

progress.

The

There are many identical

agents in the economy. The population
size is normalized
to be one. At each moment t, a representative
agent
is endowed with one unit of labor, and owns k (t) units of capital that has been accumulated through past investment
activities.
The labor and capital are allocated
between two types of production
activities.
The / (t) X 100% of labor
and the z(t) X 100% of capital is allocated
to produce f[h(t)
/ (t) , z(t)k(t)
] units of output that is used for market
consumption
capital

cm and gross-investment

is used

production

to produce

functions,

where iJ £ [0,

(1-/(t))

the labor

1) is a depreciation

, (1-z(t))k(t)]

is measured

units

in efficiency

units,

h/

rate.

The remaining

of home consumption

labor

and

good cn. In both

and h(l-/).

As stated in the introduction,
the rate of labor-augmenting
technological
progress h/h may depend on how
learn at home and at market. Page (1994)
compared the growth experiences
of the East Asian countries

people

and Latin American countries.
economic growth
observes

the differences

countries

Although

these two regions

turned out to be much higher

more on secondary

in education
and higher

system

education,

individual

at an early stage

case,

could

economies

that

spend

as the key factor.
In fact,

generate

we often observe

had comparable

for the East Asian

initial

countries
While

states

providing

Latin

an external

child-labor

very basic

effect

too much resources

skills

that enhances

in the market

place

, the subsequent

than Latin

American

spent

through

markets,

the East Asian

such as reading

economy-wide

sector

Page

countries

resources

and writing

to every

labor-productivity.

among low-income,

in the market

per-capita

countries.

American

whose return could be internalized

spent more on primary education.

the other hand,
this

k+5k,

g[h(t)

stagnant

may experience

(On

economies.

) In

lower rate of labor-

augmenting technological
progress than those that spend more in the home sector. On the other hand, learning
as a by-product
of market production,
and network (team)
externality
on learning at the workplace are stressed
in labor economics,
[c.f.
, Arrow(1962)
, Aoki(1984)
] Therefore,
each of these two possibilities
will be
considered.

In the following

consumption

Cn or the inverse

the loss

of generality,

function

is homothetic

this

analysis

, either

of the ratio
assumption

the ratio

is assumed
enables

so that the marginal

I!

<j> IR+-R+

, (S£C2,

us to reduce

market consumption

effect

or negative

Cm to aggregate

externality

the number of endogenous

rate of substitution

to home consumption.
Specifically,
the external
j5 (s)=h/h
, where s^yc,,
or Cn/Cm.
Assumption

of aggregate
to have a positive
depends

is assumed

<f (0)=*>0,

j,'(s)<0on

when we say Cn/Cm (or Cm/Cn)

has a positive

only

on h/h.

variables

if the

home
Despite
utility

on the ratio

of market

consumption

to work in the following

functional

relationship

sG[0,s),

and

j, (s)=0ons£[s,°°)

for

some s£ (0,°°).3

In the following,
a non-increasing

function

ofCJCn

(or CJCj,

i.e.,

It is known that one of the key assumptions
3 j> could

be negative.

In order

to have a real-valued

h/h

= <j>(Cm/Cn)

that characterize
steady

state,

external

however,

ll -

effect

(or h/h

the equilibrium
f >-

on h/h , it implies

that h/h

is

= f (Cn/Cj).

dynamics

S - p must be imposed.

of home production
See equation

(9).

models

is high

illuminate

substitutability

between

the role of external

as possible.
In both sectors,
f(h/,
zk)= A(h/)
" (zk)'~°,
sector. In the home sector,
parameter

and /? e (0,

effect

the market

and home activities.

on technological

progress

1) is labor's

where s(t)=Cm(t)/Cn(t)

the following

paper,

however,

keep the other aspects

in order

to

of the model as simple

the production
functions
are assumed to be Cobb-Douglas
form! In the market sector,
where A>0 is a scale parameter,
and a e (0, 1) is labor's
share in the market
g(h(l-/).
(l-z)k)
= B[h(l-/)]'![(l-z)k]1"å ',
where B>0 is a scale
share in the home sector.

is givenby
u(cm, cn)=y In cm + Incn , which is discounted
consumption relative
to home consumption.
In summary,
t^0|

, I will

In this

or Cn(t)/Cm(t),

chooses

The instantaneous

by factor jO >0.
the representative
a sequence

utility

of the representative

agent

y >0 is a weight attached to market
agent,
given k(0) =kg and |s(t)
',

!cm(t),

cn(t),

/(t),

z(t);

t^Ol

to solve

problem.

max /" u(cm, cje~pldt
subject

to

(1)

cm+jt+

(2)

cn=B[h(l-/)]'?[(l-z)k]1-'?

Sk=A(h/)°(zk)1~1'

and h/h=j,

(s(t)).

the following

Define

system

k =k/h,

cm =cm/h,

of differential

and cn =cn/h.

The Maximum Principle

is summarized

by

Define Q=cm/cn and R=l/Q.

At

equations.

=R{k,z)

where a= a/(l-

( 5)

n(z)=

a),

a

It can be shown that

-z/

b=/?/(!-p),
-(l-g)(q-g)(l-z)-q(l-fl). (l-a)(l-/9)[az+b(l-z)]

il (z)^0

each moment t, the resource
(6)

Q(it,z)

(7)

/=az/[az+b(l-z)]

(3)
(t)

= [7A/B][b'-'Va1-<'

between

1] with

a necessary

condition

external

effect

n(z)=0

only ifz=0.

market sector

and home sector

requires

](a//?)[az+b(l-z)]å '""(it)'^"

condition,
describe
the equilibrium
z) orR{kå
z)=l/Q(£,
z).

Steady
State and Welfare
In this section,
the steady state of the dynamic

Cn/Cra has a positive
intensity

.

for all zG [0,
allocation

and (4) , with the transversality
I wheresisreplacedwithQU,

3.

steady

s=Cm/Cn orCn/Cm , and

on h/h , and (ii)

for the model to have multiple

between the market and home sectors.

system

(3)

and (4)

Cm/Cn has a positive
steady

The steady

states
state

states.

12-

law of motion with respect

is characterized
external

effect

is shown to be dependent
welfare

levels

to \k (t) , z

for the two cases!

(i)

on hAi. For each case,
on the relative

are then compared

factor

for multiple

(i)

Cn/Cm

has a positive

external effect

on h/h '. By the aggregate

consistency

C,ycn = cm/cn = Q, and the rate of labor-augmenting
technological
(Q).
Then, by (3) , (4) , and (6) , it can be shown that the steady
equation
(8)

with

respect

condition

and unit population,

progress is a function of Q, i.e. , h/h= §
state is characterized
by the following
single

to Q.

Q=H(Q,0)

where

(

H(Q.6)
H(Q,©)=

9)

å

and 0 is a vector

[>'
*'.'-;,»'"•E]
\^A(l7_"JV'/a]

of model

(f)'(t-)"[#(Q)+
[,(Q)

parameters.

P+

The other

steady

I-/?

J/L

*]

state

l-(,3/o)

endogenous

variables

are expressed

as functions

ofQ:

(10)

z(Q)=LVq)+p+s

11)
Ui;

jt(O)-[
*iy;_|_az(Q)+b(1_z(Q))J

{

5

/(Q)

=az(Q)/[az(Q)

(13)

8n(Q)

=B[l-/(Q)]')[(l-z(Q))Jt(Q)]1^'3

(14)

3m(Q)

=an(Q)Q

j, (Q)e[0,

/(Q)e(0,

1),

*],

(10)

f'
^+

impliesz(Q)G(0,

$J

1),

andz'(Q)<0forQe[0,

and /"(Q)=(d//dz)Xz'(Q)<0forQG[0,
1, H(0;

H(QI

az

Q).

Inaddition,

by (12),

Q).

0)>O,

^H(Q.e)(J)0

for QG [0, Q).
the second-order

J

+b(l-z(Q))]

By Assumption

(15)

A(l-q)
[j,(q)+

(12)

Because

1[

i-/9

0)

is a positive

constant

for Qe[Q,

°°),

and

a (<),?

When a=,3 , H(Q;
derivative
32H/3Q2

0)

is a constant
at yA/B.
is shown to be dependent

By a straightforward
calculation,
the sign of
on the elasticity
of j! and <j> ' with respect to

Qasfollows.

«6>

^H«Q.e».H(Q.e»

These observations
(4)

has

sector.

a unique
The steady

is acomersolutionQ*

imply
steady
state

[$^M(?)
(8)

state
growth
= H(Q;

has

a unique

{k (Q*)
rate

, z(Q*))
ji (Q*)

solution

- (I) (ttTtt)]
Q* when

a ^ ,?. Therefore,

when the market
may be positive

ifQ*

0)>Q.
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sector

the dynamic

is more labor-intensive

is an interior

solution

system

(3)

and

than the home

of (8) , or zero ifQ*

IS

I

H(0)

H(Q)

A

H(Q)

1-a

Figure 2-a

Figure

z=o
K

H(0)

H(Q)

Ql

Figure

1-b

j"

M

Q

Qh

XVH

V

K=0

>Q
0

A

H (0 )

H (Q )

H (Q )

Figure

Figure

Q

I
I

2-c

1-c

/

I
H (Q )

I
I

I
I

->K

¥
y

45‑

Q

When a < j3 , (8)
this

case,

in which
solution

might

there could
(8)

have multiple

has a unique

Q = H(Q;

solutions.

0)

interior

>Q.

solution,

In Figure

suchthat

1-b,

Qh = H(Q;

0)>,Q

{5 (QH)=0.

We summarize these observations

Theorem 1 '. Suppose
positive
external
as labor-intensive

(8)

if^*(Q)^0,

two interior

Figure

has two interior

the ratio

of aggregate

are summarized

implies

solutions,

32H/5Q2>0.

In

1-a depicts

a case

a unique

corner

Figure

a case in which

QL < QM < QH. The corresponding
by the following

(16)

and one corner.4

1-c depicts

(8)

has

QL and QM , and one corner solution

growthrates

satisfy

j> (QL)

>

<j> (QM)

>

theorem.

home consumption

to aggregate

effect on the rate of labor-augmenting
technological
as the home sector, i.e. , a is /? , the dynamic

,3 , the effects

The

states,

while

Therefore,
a < ft is a necessary condition
parameter
0e0=
\p,
$, y, A, B, a,

(17)

For example,

be as many as three steady

market

progress h/h.
system (3) and

for the model to have multiple
,9 I willcauseashiftinthegraphofH(Q;

consumption

Cn/Cm has a

If the market sector is at least
(4) has a unique steady state.
steady

states.

A change in each
0).
When a<

as follows.

/ (Q,~i>,I,y,A,B,a,13)

"+" ("-")

in y , the relative

sign
weight

above the parameters
attached

implies

to cm relative

an upward

(a downward)

to en in the utility

Figure 3: Solutionto

function,

Q=H (Q;

shift.
causes

For example,
H(QI

0)

y )

7

4 If f~>0,

(8)

might

have three interior

solutions.

See footnote

5.
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to shift

an increase
upward.

Figure
valuesof

3 depicts

the relationship

y , denotedas

yiand

solution

that

Beyond

y =y 2 , two interior

is depicted

be a corner solution
because

it affects

between

by Figure

Q = H(Q
H(QI

0)

; 0)
with

yi

1-a.

solutions

At y=y

y\),

\ , two additional
and Q=H(QI

> Q(Figure

1-c).

0 ). There

Q=H(Q;

solutions

0)

The effect

but also the curvature
respect

to Q=H(QI

< y2 •EFor y £(0,

disappear,

not only the position

by differentiating

y and Q that is a solution

y2suchthat

0)

begin

once again

aretwo critical

hasauniqueinterior

to emerge

has a unique

(Figure

solution

ofa change in a or ;3 is somewhat

of H(QI

0 ). The following

theorem

1-b).
that

might

ambiguous

can be verified

to a or /9.

Theorem 2'.
W

If

,A(1~g)
f(Q)+p+o
If(b/a)a<

(i )
(

hi)

, ^ (b/a)a<1,thendWda>0and3H/9,3^0.
,A(1~a).
f\Q)+p+o
1<
,/^(1~")
$(Q)+p+8

If(b/a)a<

The lifetime

utility

^1,thendWda^0and9H/3/?>0.
» ,then3H/3a<0and3H/3,9>0.
'

of a representative

agent,

evaluated

at steady

state,

is expressed

as a function

of Q as

follows.
(18)

/Tu(cm,cn)e-'J1dt=

/0-1[(l+

When there are three steady
to draw in general.
effect,
<f> (Q)

states

y)lncm(Q)-

InQ]

+ p"2(l+

y)<j>(Q)

QL < QM < QH , a definite

conclusion

about utility

When Q is large,

the first-term

may also be large if cm is increasing
of the labor-augmenting
technological

right-hand

side

of (18).

Therefore,

on the right-hand

side

of (18)

comparison

, which

is difficult

represent

the level

in Q. On the other hand, the larger Q implies a smaller growth rate
progress.This
growth effect is captured
by the second term on the

when y is small,

i.e.

, a representative

agent greatly

prefers

cm over cn ,

and when p is large so that the growth effect is heavily
discounted,
the welfare loss due to the external
of large Q may not be significant.
As (18) shows, however, the growth effect is much larger than the level
because

the former works by the order of p ~2 while the latter

is provided

in Table

(19)

1. In the example,

0,

<p>0and

e >0.

(<)

as Q-Q

S(>)

=1,

e=0.5,

Q=2,

benchmark
=H(Q;

Qe

©)=2.39.

When a<(),

a=0.7,

at small

the
Q,

itcan

beshownthat

by

^<0,

3H/3Q<0,

remaining
and e=5,

interior

effect

\p,
(8)

the level
dominates

has
effect

S,
three

5=0.078,
a,

improves

Obviously,

e >
B=l,

ip

arethesameasthoseinthe
QL=1.496,

wile

A=1.8,
QM=1.98,

the growth

effect

and QH
deteriorates

effect

is zero at

steady
states when e is large. By (19),
for QS [0, Q), ^"(Q)S
a<,3
and £ £1 forQS[0,
Q). In thiscase,
iftherearethreesteadystates,

(>)

0 as e S»
twoare

otherhand,

the former.

j3\

solutions)

and dH/d
y=l,

the growth

one is acorner.
Onthe
(8) has three interiorsolutions!

and concave at large

(1991).

as Q gets larger,

At ,o =0.042,
the latter
state QH=2.39>Q=2.5

as ,0=0.042,

Thevaluesfor

and Hercowitz

As expected,

3H/3

are specified

and /3=0.87.

parametric model can have three
1. Therefore,
by (16),
H"(Q)>0if

interiorand
7, ;9=0.87,

is given

example

[Q,°°]

1. Theparametervalues

model ofGreenwood

the lifetime
utility.
the corner steady
5 This
(>)

form of j5 (Q)

'. A numerical

^(Q-Q)£.Qe[O,Q)

<f(Q)=

where

the functional

works by the order of p

effect
effect

for ,0=0.01,
<?=0.05,
y=1,
A=1.15,
QL=0.699,
QM=1.26,
and QH=1.58.
In this

Q.
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B=l,
ip-\,
case H(Q;

0)

Q=2, a=0.
is convex

Table

1 '. Steady

State

Values

Q

of Endogenous

k

Variables

z

and Utility

Level
L e v e l

Cn

Cm

G r o w th

E ffec t

U ti lit y

E ffec t

Q l

1 .4 9 6 4

0 .3 8 5 7

0 .7 8 3 9

0 . 5 3 2 2

0 .3 5 5 7

‑ 3 9 .6 3 2 2

8 0 4 . 5 9 7

7 6 4 .9 6 5

O n

1 .9 7 9 8

1 .9 7 5 5

0 . 7 7 3 8

0 . 9 0 0 4

0 .4 5 4 8

‑ 2 1 . 2 5 6 4

1 6 0 . 9 8 2

1 3 9 .7 2 5

￨Q h

2 .3 9 3 2

5 .8 9 3 9

0 . 7 5 6 6

1 . 3 2 4 1

0 .5 5 3 3

‑ 7 .4 0 9 6 5

0

‑ 7 .4 0 9 6 5

*C,/Cm is assumed to have a positive
external effect on the rate of labor-augmenting
technological
progress
h/h.
•EThe steady state values of endogenous variables
are calculated
from (10)
~ (14).
•EThe steady state utility
level is calculated
from (18).
The level effect is the first term on the right-hand
side of (18)

, and the growth

effect is the second
•ETheparametervalues

term on the right-hand
side of (18).
are ,0=0.042,
5=0.078,
y=l,

Table 2 '. Steady

State

Values

of Endogenous

k

R

A=1.8,

B=l,

Variables

z

Q=2,

jj=l,

and Utility

C m

e=0.5.

a=0.7,

and /3=0.87.

Level
L e v e l

cB

G r o w th

E ffe c t

U ti lit y

E ff e c t

R l

1 .3 0 8 1

0 .6 7

0 . 3 10 9

0 .3 4 9 4

0 .4 5 7

‑ 2 7 . 4 0 6 3

R m

1 .9 7 9 3

5 . 5 2 7 4

0 . 2 7 5 8

0 . 5 7 7 8

1 . 1 4 3 7

‑ 1 .3 7 4 6

R h

2 . 14 3 2

8 .3 8 3 7

0 . 2 5 9 6

0 . 6 5 1 8

1 .3 9 4 6

5 7 0 .0

5 4 2 .5 9 4

3 4 .4 1 7 5

3 3 .0 4 2 9

4 . 3 9 2 1

0

4 . 3 9 2 1

* Cm/Cn is assumed to have a positive
external effect on the rate of labor-augmenting
technological
progress
h/h.
æfThe steady state values of endogenous variables
are calculated
from (10)
- (13) and Cm=Cn/R.
•EThe steady state utility
level is calculated
from (23).
The level effect is the first term on the right-hand
side of (23)
effect is the second
*The parametervalues

(i )

term on the right-hand
side
are ,o=0.042,
5=0.078,

Cm/Cn has a positive

is a function

of R=cn/cm, i.e.

following

single

(20)

external

equation

of (23).
y=0.35,

effect

B=l,

R=2,

on h/h '. In this case,

, h/h= j, (R).

with respect

A=2,

jj=l,

e=0.8,

a=0.8,

and

the rate of labor-augmenting

It can be shown that the steady

state

, and the growth

,9=0.6.

technological
is also

progress

characterized

by the

to R.

R=F(R,0)

where
(21)

(R,0)

B(l-g)

= [å

:] (|)

/ [A(l-a)]'}/'

"[^(R)

l(,?/«)-l

-

F

Notice

that F(R;

0)=1/H(R;

0).

isreplacedwithR,

andcm(R)=cn(R)/R.

When a=$ , F(R;

©)

dynamic

and (4)

system

(3)

is a constant

The other steady
Obviously,
at B/(yA).

has a unique

steady

emerge depending
on the parameter values.
When a > ,3 , the effects of the changes

state

variables

dF/dR
Therefore,

state

are determined
> «)

the statement

0as

by (10)

a > (<)

values

(13)

on the graph

of F(R;

where Q

,3 forRe[Q,R).

of Theorem 1 is reversed,

when « ^ ,3. when a > /? , multiple

in parameter

-

steady
0)

i.e.,
states

the
might

are summarized

as follows.
(22)

As before,

F(Q;J.I.y,A,B,a,'h

the "+" ("~ ") sign above parameters

implies

an upward

17-

(a downward)

shift.

The effect

of the change

in a or /? is described by conditions
When the growth rate jS as a function
0,and3F/3e

similar
to Theorem 2, except the order of inequality
ofR is given by (19),
it can be shown that 9F/d

signs
tp<0,

are reversed.
df/dR<

^«)0asR-R<(»1.

The lifetime

utility

of a representative

agent,

evaluated

at steady

state,

is expressed

as a function

of R as

follows.
(23)

/S°u(cm.cn)e-'"dt=p-'[(1+7)ln8n(R)-y\nR]+p'2(1+y)

j5 (R)

As before, the first term on the right-hand
side is the level
a > /? , it can be shown that cn is an increasing
function

effect,
and the second term is the growth effect.
of R.6 Therefore,
when there are three steady

When
states,

a definite conclusion
is difficult
to draw in general.
A numerical example is provided
in Table 2. In the example,
j> (R) is given by (19),
and the parameter values are specified
as ,o=0.042,
5=0.078,
y=0.35,
A=2, B=
1, <p=\,
£=0.8,
^=2,
a=0.8,
and /}=0.6.
(20) has two interior solutions,
RL=1.308
and RM=1.979,
and
a corner solution
deteriorates
4.

RH=F(./?

the lifetime

; 0 )=2.
utility.

Structural
Stability
In this section,

assumptions.'
h/h.

(i)

alternates

its

indeterminate.

stable

be countable
(1991)

has a positive

when a dynamic

property.

effect,

such that
condition.

capital

manifold

effect

(4) , and the transversality

The nonlinear

two at the steady

[z\

6 ForRE[0,/?),
e[0,*).

(3)

in {k,

and (4)

z'(R)<0and

the local

is analyzed
stability

to the possibility

state.

manifold

that

is said

On the other

of dimension
steady

given

under the two
external

effect

on

of each steady
the

equilibrium

to be indeterminate

states.

hand,

zero and an
For example,

state
path

is

if there

the multiplicity

of z(0)

"overlap"

[c.f.

a steady

state

for an initial
|X: (t) , z(t)

are

capital
', t-SOl

may

, Krugman
might

have

stock in some
satisfies
(3) ,

the dynamic

The following

system

(3)

and (4)

theorem

will

be used

has a unique

steady

and c '(R)>0

forR

1].

at a steady

\dFz(ks,zJ/dk

equation

by phase-diagrams.

constant,

z) GR+X [0,

is linearized

\z-zs\

Denote the characteristic

(4)

Cm/Cn has a positive

path

effect

at p =0.042.

and

toward other steady states.
In this case,
there are countablly
many z(0) such that

is an exogenously
saddle-point

system

the growth

condition.

Theorem 31 If Ji/h=<ji
is a global

while

satisfies
the system of differential
equations,
(3) and (4) , and the
of z(0)
at a steady state is uncountable
if the dynamic system has

The stability
of each steady state could be analyzed
in the analysis.
(The proof is given in Appendix A.)

state that

(3)

states,

is paid

] at one of the multiple

expanding
spiral paths converging
neighborhood
of the steady state,

steady

improves

the former

system

k (0) , the equilibrium

system has a stable

, Matsuyama(1991)

dominates

effect

on h/h , and (ii)

, attention
stock

of dimension

if the dynamic

however,

has multiple

\k (t) , z(t) ; t-SO!
The local multiplicity

the level

of the dynamic

external
system

In the following

Given the initial

multiple
z(0)
transversality
a locally

The latter

As R gets larger,

and Bifurcation
the structural
stability

CjCm

In general,

143.

state

(ks , zs)

as follows.

dFjks,zs)/dz

of Y by

/'(R)=(d//dz)

r,'(R)<0.

When a >,3,

18 -

itcanbeshownthat

*'(R)>0

(25) P(^)=i;2-Tr(r)^+Det(T)=0
where Tr(T) is the trace of T , and Det(T) is the determinant of P.
(i) Cn/Cm has a positive external effect on h/h '
. As before, three cases are considered depending on the relative
size of a and [i. When a=/3 , Q is constant at 7A/B on the transition path (k (t) , z(t)) satisfying (3) and
(4). Therefore, by Theorem 3, the system has a unique steady state that is a global saddle-point. When a >
,3, k=0 and z=0 loci in (it, z)GR+X[0, 1] plane areconstructed as follows. In (3), (4), and (6), az+b
(1-z) is bounded between [b, a] forall zG[0, 1]. In (6), when k is very small, Q(k, z) is very large.
Therefore, jS (Q)=0 at small k. For the same reason, f (Q) approaches <J> as k gets larger. These observations
implythatati=0, z= [7 (1-«)/(l-/?)] / [1+ 7 (1-a)/(l-/?)] fork tobezero, andz=lforz to
be zero. On the other hand, at large k, z must be large on k=0 locus, and z must be small on z=0 locus. In
the steady state analysis, we saw that Q=H(QJ 0) has a unique solution when a > /?. This implies that k=0
and z=0 loci have a unique intersection, and Ar=O locus must cut z=0 locus from below at the intersection in
(k , z) plane. An inspection of the vector field in the phase-diagram indicates that the steady state is a global
saddle-point. Strictly speaking, each locus may consist of two graphs! one with (k , z) such that Q(k , z) £
[0, Q ), and the other with (k , z) such that Q(k, z) G [Q ,00). As mentioned before, the latteremerges at
small k. The corner solution Q=H(<?; 0) >Q with zero growth rate occurs if £=0 and z=0 loci have an
intersection at the part of graph where Q(k, z) S [q, 00).
When a < /? , we saw in the steady state analysis that Q=H(Q; 0) could have three solutions depending
on the parameter values. Therefore, k=0 and z=0 loci cannot be monotone at the same time. As before, in (3) ,
(4) and (6), az+b(1-z) isboundedbetween [a, b] forallzG[0, 1]. In (6), i=Q impliesQ(k, z)=0and ji
(O)Ar=<J>. On the otherhand, when k is very large, Q(k, z) is very large. Therefore, ji (Q)=0 at large k.
Theseobservationsimplythatat
k=Q,
z= [7 (1- a)/(\-/?)] / [1+ 7"(1- a)/(l-/?)] for ~
k tobezero,
and z=l for A: to be zero. At large z , k=0 and k=0 loci are reduced to those of the exogenous growth model
with growth rate f (Q)=0. Figure 4-a depicts one possible shape of k -0 locus. The locus is a mix of two graphs:
onewith (Q, z) suchthatQ(ir, z)e[0,Q ) (boldline), andtheotherwith (it, z) suchthatQ(it, z)6
[(), °°) (broken line). Similarly, Figure 4-b depicts one possible shape of z=0 locus. Again, the locus is a
mixoftwographs! one with Q(k, z)£[0,Q ), and theotherwith Q(k, z)G[Q, 00).

Figure

Figure

4-a: Locus of k=0

z

4-b: Locus of z=0

z

A\

A\

1

1

/
K

K
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In the steady
for Q=H(Q;

0).

state

for a < /? , we saw that three

They were depicted

diagrams corresponding
is a global saddle-point.
one (k (QH)

analysis

1-a,

1-b,

are saddle-points.

z(QM))

cannot be a saddle-point.

values.

A sufficient

because

the signs

condition

of the vector

be either

a source or a sink

It could

of the real parts

to be locally

of characteristic

2-a,

to the solution

2~b, and 2-c are the phase-

In Figure 2-a, there is one interior
steady state that
states.
The left one (k (QL) , z(QL))
and the right

An inspection

for the equilibrium

emerge with respect

and 1-c. Figures

to each one of these three situations.
In Figure 2-b, there are three steady

, z(QH))

Figure

in Figures

situations

field reveals

that

(or a center)

indeterminate

the middle
depending

at (k (Qm).

one (k (QM)

,

on the parameter

z(Qm))

is Tr( F)<0

roots must be the same.

5 : The Value of the Trace Tr(T)evaluated

at (k(QM),

z(QM))

The Value of the Trace

T(dsfO.8
-T(DSi=1

-Ttoshl.2

Epsilon

*The parametervalues
Using

5=0.078,

values

of Table

1 as a bench

describing

ji (Q)

the parameter

of parameters
vertical

are ,0=0.042,

| e , (p\

axis measures

Tr( F ) evaluated

function

7=1, A=1.8, B-l,

In Figure

z(Qm))

system

has a unique

indeterminacy,
however,
( f) = 0 (equation
(25))
0.82).

(These

comer steady

state

is not precluded.
For example,
evaluated
at (k (QM).
z(Qm))

characteristic
emanating

roots are real,

positive

be expanding

spirals

saddle

point,

(k (QL)

7 In this
2and
8 Under
(QH))

parametric
example,
there are three steady states
e6(0.
0.98).
the parameter
values of Table 1, the characteristic
are -0.047
and 0.165.

, z(QL))

from (k (QM)
or (k (QH)

Q=H(<?

; 0)

when ip=l.Q,
are complex

and distinct

, z(QH)).8

for

axis

(S=0.8
at (jir(QL)

and

>Q

e 6 (0,
, z(QL))
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combinations

measures

( and the

correspond

to ip=

configuration
that generates
local
state QM disappears
at some e ,
for ( beyond

this value.7

the characteristic
with a positive
e £ (0, 0.42).

are equilibrium

In the situation

roots

for different

•E The three curves in the figure

, z (QM) ) which

when

/?=0.87

5, the horizontal

0.8,
1.0,
and 1.2.
As the figure shows, it is difficult
to find a parameter
indeterminacy.
Even if Tr( F ) decreases
as e gets larger,
the middle steady
and the dynamic

a=0.7,

mark, Tr( r ) is calculated

(19).

at (k (QM).

0=2,

0.69),
are -1.9

roots f l and f2 °fP
real part for e £ (0.42,
) Therefore,

paths

depicted

there

converging

by Figure
gMl.O

The global

and

and 1.75,

2"b,

e e(0,

might

toward

each

the long-run
0.84)

and those

, and
at (k

(QH)

tj>=\.
, z

outcome of the economy might
expectation.

If k (0)

is small,

converges

to (k (RL)

, z(RL)).

(3)

and (4)

If k (0)
held

, (k (t) , z(t))

is near k (Qm).

saddle

unique

intersection

point.

If k (0)
will

(the

initial

capital

although

there

to the Pareto-inferior

be multiple

stock

agent is able to choose

is large,

converge

there might

This

©)

where

F(R;

,3 , and the stability
(i).
When a=(i,
Therefore,

corner

solution

at the part of graph

Cm/Cn has a positive

(R;

on history

z(0)

that satisfy

k (0)

) as well

a unique z(0)

is a unique

z(0)

steady

(k (QH)

state

external

effect

0)=1/H(r;

0).

with

satisfying

rate

<j> (Q)=0

with

Depending

occurs

(k (t) , z(t))

the dynamic

, z(QH))

the law of motion.

no growth.

on the expectation

0)

if £=0

system

> Q,

which

is

and z=0 loci have a

, z) G [<? , °°).

on hAi '. As we saw in Section
Therefore,

of the dynamic system
R(ir,
z) is aconstant

by Theorem 3, the dynamic

zero growth

where Q(k

as self-fulfilling

such that

by the agents,
the economy could end up in either one of the two saddle-points.
In Figure 2-c, there is one cornersteady
state (k(Q),
z(Q)),
where Q=H(£>I

a global
(i )

depend

then a representative

3. the steady

three cases emerge depending

(3) and
at B/(/A)

(4)

state

is a solution

on the relative

of R=F

size of a and

can be analyzed in the same way as the previous
onthe
path \~k(t),
z(t)
I satisfying
(3) and

system has a unique

steady

state that

is a global

saddle-point.

case
(4).

When a <

,? , the system is shown to have a unique steady state that is a global saddle-point
in phase-diagram.
The growth
rate <j> (R) could be zero in the steady state. When a >;9 , R=F(R;
0) might have three solutions
RL, RM,
and RH, such that RL< RM< RH , depending
on the parameter
values , and there
corresponding
to each R. It can be shown that (k (RL),
z(RL))
and (k (RH),
z(RH))
(k (RM)
state

, z(RM)

might

) could

be a source or a sink.

Unlike

case (i) , however,

local

are three steady
are saddle-points,

indeterminacy

at the middle

states
and
steady

emerge.

Figure

6 : The Value of the Trace Tr(Devaluated

at (k (RM), z(RM))

The Value of the Trace
2.000

0.000

-2.000

T(psi

T(psi=1.0

-4.000

T(ps

-6.000

-8.000

-10.000

Epsilon

The parametervalues
Figure
I £ , ^|
horizontal

6 shows the graph
describing

ji (R)

are ,0=0.042,
ofTr(
function.

F ) evaluated

5=0.078,

at (k (RM)

The other parameter

axis measures e , and the vertical

/=0.35,
, z(RM)
values

axis measures Tr( F ).

A=2, B=l, R=2, a=0.8,
) for different

combinations

are the same as Table
The three curves
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/?=0.6
of parameters

2. In the figure,

in the figure

corresponds

the

to ^=0.8,

1.0,

and 1.2.9

As the figure shows,

of F has a negative real part.
stability
at the middle steady
0 (equation

(25)),

* e £(0,

£!

at (k (RM),

and

z(RM))

£2 are rea'>

fi

and

f2 arecomplex

* e £(0.97,

1.38).'

fi

and

£"2 arecomplex

* £ S(1.39,

1.45)I

£i

and

£2 arereaU

positive

steady

(k (RM),

oo) ; Themiddle
corner steady

In this example,
definition.)

setZt

with

anegativereal

(subcritical)

bifurcation

point.

we introduced

external

t^Ol

with

and thedynamic

(See

Kc ofjt

Wiggins

(RM)

any z(0)GZ,

system

(1990)

(3)

and (4)

270-278

for the

k (0) £KE

, there

, pp.

such that foreach

is anequilibriumpath.

Conclusion
In this paper,

effects

on the rate of labor-augmenting

a mix of market consumption

and home consumption

the market

and home sectors.

Then we analyzed

equilibrium

path.

It turned

on the relative

factor

market consumption

out that the necessary

intensity

between

has a positive

condition

the market

external

effect

in the market sector,

7 in the market

sector.

market. In the model,
or a sink. It is difficult,
indeterminate.
might

while

Therefore,

for the model

, even if there

consumption

welfare

has a positive

external

when a < /? and there are three
superior to Qh under a plausible

effect

end up at the Pareto

=0 when!

(0)

values

(1991)

steady

suggest
states

, multiple

0.87

if people

steady

the case in which
Ql^Qm^-Qh-

state,

or (ii)

stability

k (0)

might

in the home sector and 0.
learn more at home than at

z(0)

is near

state

the ratio

(k (QH)

system

of home consumption

technological
superior

in a situation
, z(QH)

such that (k (t) , z(t))
k (QM)

one being a source
steady state locally

of the dynamic

Ql ls Pareto

For example,

comer steady

is so large that there is a unique

to the zero growth steady

and the structural

configuration.

inferior

states

to

, what we observe about the state of the economy

on the rate of labor-augmenting
states,

parameter

economy might
(i)k

be multiple

Consider

steady

depends

observation
is not available.
By matching the modelobtain the share of labor to be 0.92 in the home sector

is a chance of multiplicity

implications.

states

of

of home consumption

there could be three steady states!
two saddle-points
and a remaining
however, to find a parameter configuration
that makes the middle

Therefore

has important

steady

spent on
stability

than the market sector. The opposite statement holds when the
has a positive
external effect.
In reality,
the home sector seems

might

be either one of the two saddle-points.
The relationship
between the parameter

through

of resources

to have multiple
progress

progress

and structural

When the ratio

on the rate of technological

Greenwood and Hercowitz
there

magnitude

to multiplicity

and home sectors.

more labor-intensive
than the market sector, though direct
generated moments to actual data, Benhabib et. al. (1991)
and 0.64

technological

as a proxy for the relative

the model with respect

emerge if the home sector is more labor-intensive
ratio of market consumption to home consumption

(4)

disappears,

1-c and 2-c.)

z(t);

of e , vary as follows.

real part.

z(RM))

Figures

\k(t),

cause bifurcation
in the structural
roots f j and f2 of P( £ ) =

and distinct.

there is an open neighborhood

such that

value

root

part.

with a positive

state

(See

is a Hopf

When £ <0.966,

is anopen
5.

state.

£ =0.966

e. That is, each characteristic

anddistinct.

0.96)'.

has a unique

atsmall

for each different

negative

* e e(0.67,

* c G (1.46,

is negative

In addition,
changes in the parameter values might
state. For example, when ^=1.0,
the characteristic

evaluated

0.66)'.

Tr(F)

) with

progress.

(3)

and

to market
As we saw,

to QM> and QM is Pareto
depicted

by Figure

zero growth

satisfying

(3)

and (4)

so that the economy could converge

2-b,

rate

the

j, (QH)
converges

either

to the

interior steady state with positive growth or to the corner steady state with zero growth depending
on the agents '
expectation.
In these cases, a social planner may confiscate and destroy initial capital stock so that k (0) becomes
9 Inthisexample,

there

arethreesteadystateswhen

^=0.8and

c e(0,

1.23),

(4=1.0

and

(0,1.67).
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e e(0,

1.45),

and

ji=1.2and

small

enough for the economy to pick up a unique

interior

steady

it can induce

state.

In case

(ii)

, the planner

Accordingly,

the phase-diagram

the market production
leave the interior

as a Pigouvian

consumption

relative

In this paper,
mix,

other aspects

production

tax - subsidy

for both

to the Pareto

the Pareto superior
In addition,

superior

outcome if

the planner

might

from Figure

2-b to Figure

as a globally

policy

because

the Pareto

unique

saddle-point.

the source

of welfare

2-a.
inferior

Therefore,
steady

taxing

state,

Such an intervention
loss

and
might

is an insufficient

home

the role of external

sectors

effects

on technological

as possible.

, and a logarithmic

For this

utility

progress

reason,

function.

through

I employed

It is known,

consumption
Cobb-Douglas

however , that

high

between the market and home activities
is one of the key assumptions that enable real business cycle
home production
to perform better than those without home production.
10 Therefore , it will be

to incorporate
The calibration

this external

effect

and simulation

indeterminacy

and the roles

into models

steady

state

Proof!

In the steady

that is a global
the steady

state

saddle-point

played

might

by history

given

(k(Q),

is uniquely

give

constant,

z(Q))
determined.

CES production
us further

functions

insights

and a CES utility

about the mechanism

of

and expectation.

in {k , z) £R+X[0,

of the system

state value ofz

with general

of such models

A'. The Proof of Theorem 3
3'. When h/h= j> is an exogenously

By (10),

to achieve

the expectation.

would eliminate

growth

of the model are kept as simple

function.

Appendix
(Theorem

might change

the home production

in order to illuminate

interesting
multiplicity,

k (0)

by coordinating

converges

to market consumption.

functions

substitutability
models with

in (k , z) -plane

state with positive

be regarded

z(0)

(k (t) , z(t))

steady state if it has policy tools to affect the parameter values. For example,
a decrease in A or an increase in B causes H(QI
0) to shift downward.

and subsidizing

steady

such that

need not destroy

each agent to pick up a desirable

be able to eliminate
the Pareto inferior
as we saw in the bifurcation
analysis,

z(0)

the dynamic

system

(3)

(ll),

<j> ^0

and

(4)

has a unique

1].)
given

by (10)

In (ll),

and

is agiven

k is a monotone function

z«S (<)
0 as a ^ (>)
/? ) Therefore,
the steady state value of k is also uniquely
determined.
that k=0 and z=0 loci has a unique intersection
in (k, z) SR+X[0,
1] plane.
From (3),
k=0

ofz.

constant.
( dk/d

This implies
locus is given

by

By (Al),

~k=0whenz=[(7

1. From (4),

(1-a)/(l-,3)]/[l+7

z=0 locus is given

10

McGratlan
unobservable

~k=0 when z=l,

whenz=

_,]"•E [_^].

and

et. al. ( 1997)
applied
MLE on linearized
parameters. Then they imposed a restriction

that the restrictions

and k=[A/(S+j,)]i/a

by

(A2) H(l^)(_A^)
By (A2),

(1-a)/(l-/?)],

slochastic
real business
cycle models with home production
to estimate
that the home sector production
function is Cobb-Douglas
form. They found

is binding.

23-

(A3)

k

=\[W

(

^1- /?

1 -/?

)(

A(l-n)

/I\p+a(ij+f)
\p+a(d+f.

when z=0. Based on these observations,

)]"-

the unique

[f]-

steady

state of the system is shown to be a global

in phase-diagram.

24-

saddle-point
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